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Military Regime has been mostly incorporated into Authoritarian Regime in
international politics area due to the “Bureaucrats-authoritarian” ruling model it
adopts. So problems on the legitimacy of ruling are also often hidden in the study of
Authoritarian regime’s legitimacy and there are few works discussing them. Most
scholars reckon that Military Regime is lack of legitimacy, but they failed to interpret
this issue clearly and systematically, and failed to list the key points of its legitimacy
insufficiency either. This paper aims to solve the above problems by means of the
logic, evaluation standard and evaluation framework of legitimacy theory under the
circumstance of state. By employing comparative study while taking Military
Regime’s own characteristics into consideration, this paper also tries to find out the
specific factors concerning legitimacy insufficiency of Military Regime.
Regime which is in the form of a state is the most general form of political
structure, and its logic and evaluation system of legitimacy theory is the reference
standard in the study of other forms of regime legitimacy, including Military Regime.
In the form of a nation, state and power are the indispensable carriers for legitimacy.
The explanation logic on “ what is a state based on” has been through historical
changes like “justice”, “good”, “divine” and “contract assignment”. And the logic
source of state and power is finally established according to nomological
interpretation of democratic politics. The evaluation criteria about the legitimacy of a
state has experienced a long paradigm debate, and “morality”and “legitimate” have
become the most appropriate evaluation basis now. The ruling of a state is dynamic,
so regime legitimacy cannot merely halt in a static condition which is based on using
“moral”and “legal” to obtain an overall comprehension; instead, it needs to conduct
analysis on legitimacy for specific ruling phenomenon.The dynamic objects of ruling
include ideology,ruling efficiency, institutional norm , the people’s identity and
external identity. As far as the ruling efficiency is concerned, We find another static
legitimacy evaluation basis－ interest accordance, which is embodied whether the
people accept the ruler’s interest distribution. Insisting on interest
accordance,legitimacy accordance and morality accordance basis, this paper analyzes
the whole process of ruling system under the current democratic politics-oriented
circumstance; and at the same time analyzes specifically whether the concrete















power at the beginning of ruling, the ruling efficiency during this course, and internal
and external reasons of the people’s negative identification by the end of its ruling, as
well as the relations between the legitimacy crisis and themselves. The combination
of these dynamic objects and static criteria is the framework for the evaluation of a
nation’s regime legitimacy.
With the help of regime’s legitimacy evaluation criteria and framework in the
context of state, this paper takes some specific military regimes in international
society for example and then acquires the following conclusions:
First, military regime is not compatible with the current atmosphere of
democratic political culture since its ruling is not always in line with legitimacy
criteria such as interest accordance,legitimacy accordance and morality accordance,
which is not a benign system for governing a country and has not been acknowledged
by legitimacy theory.
Second, the dynamic objects on ruling system of military regime is also faced
with legitimacy problems: 1.Authoritarian ruling model is not legitimate; 2.Way of
power acquisition is not legitimate; 3.Governing efficiency cannot produce legitimacy
resources; 4.Institutional norm disobeys legal principle of “democratic politics”;
5.Nothingness of ideology; 6.Way of solving ruling legitimacy crisis disobeys
“morality accordance” criteria; 7.Ruling cannot form good identification among the
people and external identification.
Last,as the fundamental feature of its existence, Military Group controls violence
resources that cannot be contained and holds “privatization” of using power, which
are also the factors for military regime to lose legitimacy.
The legitimacy of future regime should be based on political norms, namely, the
maintenance of the people’s interest and legal institutions criteria. Resorting to the
analysis to military regime by means of legitimacy theory of the state’s power, this
paper not only tries to make the concrete key points on military regime legitimacy
clear, but also set up an example for international actors to build legitimate ruling,
which might avoid involving themselves in legitimacy crisis.
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